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Rio de Janeiro is currently the hottest of all the world's pleasure capitals. In the run-up to 2016's

summer Olympics, millions of people will seize the chance to enjoy the great Copacabana and

Ipanema beaches, the countless nightclubs where patrons join in a frenzy of Brazilian dances and

samba, the restaurants where 'churrascaria' serves you 12 new types of meat (in one meal), and to

do all this prior to the time when an avalanche of Olympics visitors will flood into this spectacular

city. Our guidebook, Rio de Janeiro Day by Day, is designed to maximize the enjoyment of your

visit, by suggesting how to allocate your time and focus on what is truly worthwhile. The best-selling

Day by Day guides are famous for improving a touristic visit. In compact handy form, and featuring

four-color photos of the city's major sights, these remarkable guides have shown millions how to

schedule their time -- and they do that now for Rio de Janeiro.
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Dutch-born author and translator, Alexandra de Vries has written extensively about Brazil for

Frommerâ€™s and other travel publications. She enjoys sharing her inside tips to explore this

fantastic city, encouraging visitors to go beyond the beautiful beaches and experience Rioâ€™s rich

culture and get to know the friendly Cariocas. She is currently based in Rio de Janeiro.

I bought several, perhaps too many, guidebooks for Brazil. This was the one I probably used the

most before and while in Brazil. I will probably use it again. It has so much helpful and to the point

information. I was able to plan my short stay in Rio better and even augment it with some things my



traveling companions found online. The walking tour section was very helpful and we ended up

hitting three major city sights in a matter of hours. Definitely make your way to Gohan after visiting

the famous steps and bring an empty stomach.

This was an excellent book to have on hand for my trip to Rio. It was perfect for reading on the

plane and the size makes it easy to carry. The pull out map was perfect for knowing where places

were and if I didn't want to carry around the book, I was able to just take the map. The sections in

the book are very organized and make choosing what I wanted to do in Rio quite easy. Each place

within the book has a description, a rating on a five star scale, the website, even an average price.

This book was able to give me a great basic overview of the city before arriving along with giving

great recommendations for my trip!

Excellent detail to get the most out of each moment. Plenty of maps to get you acquainted with the

area. Map in back of book is in plastic pocket and is coated so it will hold up to being used.

This book is great. It breaks it down into what you should see based on how many days you will be

there. Very informative and helpful.

This book has a lot of info about the area and travel info that any person wiuld need. Love It!

Good, but awfully generic. Not much for the traveler not into the days on the beach and evenings on

the town scene.

A great guide for a brief visit to Rio.

The book was fantastic. It was in very good condition, just as described.
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